PREFACE

We are healthcare professionals. Along with our doctoral degrees, Leigh has a master of
business administration, and Elizabeth is a registered health information administrator.
Our passion is ethics.
In early 2011, while we worked on an ethics-related project, we observed that few
undergraduate textbooks were available that addressed ethics in health administration. The
ethics textbooks that did exist were focused on the clinical professions, such as medicine
and nursing, and examined the ethical problems and issues specifically faced by doctors and
nurses in the process of delivering patient care. In our minds, the shortage of ethics books
designed for healthcare managers was unfortunate and a disservice to our profession. This
observation motivated us to write this textbook.
Using the perspective of a mid-level manager, we sought to fulfill five goals when
we were developing the book:
1.

Address the shortage of ethics textbooks for undergraduate health administration
programs.

2.

Level the playing field between healthcare managers and clinicians as they
discuss ethics. As mentioned, most ethics textbooks currently available are
geared to physicians and nurses. This situation puts healthcare management
professionals at a disadvantage and could make undergraduate students think
that the ethical issues faced by managers are somehow less important than
the ethical issues encountered by clinicians. Or worse, management students
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might get the impression that there’s a one-size-fits-all approach to all ethical
conflicts and that that approach is driven by clinicians.
3.

Give entry-level healthcare managers a voice. Having a book that directly speaks
to and about them and addresses their particular concerns gives students and
those just starting their management career a confidence boost. They feel that
they are part of the conversation, that they have something to contribute to
the general knowledge in the field, and that they are not just footnotes in
a book meant for someone else. Without this confidence, they may feel ill
prepared for the profession they have chosen to enter, and upon entry they
may be reluctant to speak up—even when an issue is within their purview.
Thus, their expertise, voice, and view are lost—to the detriment of the
decision and their organization.

4.

Highlight the importance of professionalism and ethics in the daily work of
healthcare managers. Seemingly routine decisions—such as the rules in the
organization’s computerized billing system—can have ethical components.
If the ethical implications are not determined and then addressed properly,
these routine decisions can evolve into high-profile horror stories (such as
healthcare fraud or patient privacy violations). A working knowledge of
professionalism and ethics may prevent entry-level healthcare managers from
being snared in these types of errors.

5.

Illustrate the wide range of professions and settings in healthcare administration.
The cases and examples in the book showcase the entire spectrum of
healthcare administration positions and settings in which students and
graduates can serve. So prepared, readers are aware of the job opportunities
they will encounter in the real world.

Contents
This textbook has 16 chapters, and the chapters have a three-part structure:
1.

Each chapter begins with a Case from the Field that serves two purposes: (1)
as a hook, to capture readers’ interest immediately and (2) as an anchor, to tie
didactic material with a practical illustration.

2.

Each chapter provides foundational theories and concepts related to the
chapter’s topic. Woven through the foundational materials are examples from
health administration in a variety of healthcare settings.
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3.

xxi

All chapters close with a Mini-Case Study and accompanying questions. Here,
readers are given a scenario to which they can apply—or at least consider—
the theories and concepts discussed in the chapter.

This three-part content—Case from the Field, foundational material, Mini-Case
Study—is practical and lends itself to sound teaching.
Plus, each chapter contains Learning Objectives, which point out the main topics
covered; Points to Remember, which summarize the content; Challenge Yourself and For
Your Consideration sections, which test the readers’ understanding of the material and ask
the readers to dig deeper into the surrounding issues; and a list of references and resources
(websites, articles, and other publications).
The level of content and writing is aimed at the undergraduate student—that is,
not too formal or in-depth, so that no prior knowledge of the concepts is required. The
examples presented are specific to the problems typically faced by entry and mid-level
healthcare managers, and the examples represent the entire span of the healthcare delivery
sector, including hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, physician practices, ambulatory surgery
centers, home health agencies, and community health centers.
We have created ancillaries for each chapter, such as the following:
1.

Sample answers to the questions in the Mini-Case Study, Challenge Yourself,
and For Your Consideration sections (These answers are only for professors/
instructors, who may choose to share them with students. We suggest that
professors/instructors select the questions they will pose in class or for graded
tests and essays from those questions in the Mini-Case Study, Challenge
Yourself, and For Your Consideration sections.)

2.

List of articles and books related to each chapter’s topic

3.

Links to helpful websites

4.

List of relevant journals

5.

PowerPoint slides (for professors/instructors only)

For access information to these ancillaries, e-mail hapbooks@ache.org.

C o n cl u s i o n
We want to provide students and entry-level to mid-level managers with the foundations
and tools they need to deal with the ethical conflicts in the workplace. Moreover, we want
to provide instructors with content and resources that will help them engage their students
in this topic. We hope that this textbook achieves our aims.
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